Hopkins Literary Biography White Norman
hopkins in ireland (review) - project muse - hopkins in ireland is a troubled and troubling book. “a form of
psychological biography” (x), it completes the larger biographical project norman white originally intended for
hopkins: a literary biography (1992), tracing the onset of gerard manley hopkins’s presumed mental and
physical deterioration beginning with his years at st. beuno’s, gerard manley hopkins: a life by paul
mariani - hopkins. all are available in the o’neill library. numerous other books providing secondary treatment
of hopkins, as well as many copies of hopkins’ own works, may be accessed though the . quest. catalog. 1.
allsopp, michael e., and david anthony downes. saving beauty: further studies in . hopkins. new york: garland
pub, 1994. frost a literary life reconsidered - lionandcompass - frost: a literary life reconsidered.
although this book does not attempt to revive the image of frost as a benign, white-haired sage, it does
present him in a strikingly different light than did lawrance thompson's controversial three-volume biography.
william h. pritchard sees frost whole, demonstrating the complex interaction between... curriculum vitae
paul b. armstrong brown university ... - curriculum vitae paul b. armstrong department of english brown
university providence, ri 02912 ... “phenomenology,” the johns hopkins guide to literary theory and criticism,
eds. martin kreiswirth and michael groden (baltimore: johns hopkins univ. press, 1994; reprinted ... literary
biography, vol. 67 (detroit: bruccoli clark layman, 1988 ... the brownsville, texas, disturbance of 1906
and the ... - the brownsville, texas, disturbance of 1906 and the politics of justice garna l. christian an
acrimonious civilian-military conflict reached into the halls of congress and the white house when residents of
brownsville, texas accused the first battalion, 25th infantry, of attacking the town from pauline e. hopkins project muse - pauline e. hopkins hanna wallinger published by university of georgia press wallinger, hanna.
pauline e. hopkins: a literary biography. athens: university of georgia press, 2005. project muse.,
https://muse.jhu/. for additional information about this book ... black or white—which should be the young afroamerican’s keith parent independent study african americans at ... - at hopkins, however, her studies
were more abstract and more centered on literary theory. she notes that leading scholars such as professors
bruce wardropper, elias rivers, and rené girard inspired her later transnational and international work. she
explained that getting a handle on literary criticism was difficult at first, but after hayden white’s
metahistory - tandfonline - retrospective view of hayden white’s metahistory on the 40th anniversary of its
publication gabrielle m. spiegel* department of history, johns hopkins university, baltimore, md, usa since its
publication 40 years ago, hayden white’s metahistory has been recognized as a foundational work for the
literary analysis of historical writing. amelia bassano lanier - shakespeare oxford fellowship - rowse,
stephanie hopkins hughes and martin green have already linked her to the so-called ‘dark lady’ of the sonnets.
the new evi-dence is essentially literary, with supporting strands of circumstan-tial and historical material. the
present paper reviews amelia’s biography, her work as a major experimental poet, her literary “archiving the
future: african american literature and the ... - a catalogue of one hundred gentlemen and ladies of color
and their literary productions, this volume‟s photographs offer visual evidence of racial progress since slavery.
... 3 the useful term “visual biography” comes from jessica helfand‟s scrapbooks: ... photographic portrait at
the turn of the century was its figuration of the white ... emily e. bernard - uvm - review of stephen l. carter,
new england white. slate. june 20, 2007. review of jabari asim, the n word: who can say it, who shouldn’t, and
why. the wilson quarterly. spring 2007. review of hanna wallinger, pauline hopkins: a literary biography. new
england quarterly. june 2006. review of john edgar wideman, god’s gym: stories. chicago tribune. reading
race through u.s. women's biographies - on literary analysis than on chesnut's life, so it will likely interest
literary scholars more than historians. lois brown's biography, pauline elizabeth hopkins: black daughter of the
revolution, explores the life' of pauline hopkins (1859-1930), a free black native of maine who spent most of
her life in boston, massachusetts. as a young girl and a raisin in the sun: anniversary of an american
classic ... - american studies at the university of california at berkeley, is currently writing a literary biography
on lorraine hansberry and has received rockefeller and ford foundation fellowships to support this work. 1mel
gussow, "stage: a raisin in the sun at yale," new york times, 9 november 1983, p. c23. sts.001 : technology
in american history spring 2006 - sts.001 : technology in american history spring 2006 prof. merritt roe
smith list of acceptable books for review aitken, hugh g. j., taylorism at watertown arsenal. princeton, ny:
princeton university press, 1985. a case study of the rise of scientific management. re-issued in 1984 under
the title scientific management in action. biggs, lindy.
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